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Abstract

This paper describes our systems submitted to
the Fine-Grained Sentiment Analysis on Finan-
cial Microblogs and News task (i.e., Task 5) in
SemEval-2017. This task includes two subtasks in
microblogs and news headline domain respective-
ly. To settle this problem, we extract four types
of effective features, including linguistic features,
sentiment lexicon features, domain-specific fea-
tures and word embedding features. Then we em-
ploy these features to construct models by using
ensemble regression algorithms. Our submissions
rank 1st and rank 5th in subtask 1 and subtask 2
respectively.

1 Introduction

SemEval-2017 Task 5 is Fine-Grained Senti-
ment Analysis on Financial Microblogs and
News(Cortis et al., 2017), focusing on identify-
ing positive (bullish; believing that the stock price
will increase) and negative (bearish; believing that
the stock price will decline) sentiment associated
with stocks and companies from microblogs and
news domains. Unlike previous sentiment analy-
sis, in this task, the fine-grained sentiment analysis
not only contains sentiment orientation (i.e., pos-
itive or negative of the sentiment score) but also
sentiment strength (i.e., the value of the sentimen-
t score) attached to a particular company or stock
explicitly or implicitly expressed in given texts.

Given a text instance (a microblog message
from Twitter or StockTwits in subtask 1, a news
statement or a headline in subtask 2), the goal of
participants is to predict the sentiment score for
each of the stocks and companies mentioned. The
sentiment score is a floating value in the range
of -1 (very negative) to 1 (very positive), with
0 designating neutral sentiment. Each microblog

instance contains the following 5 items: “id”,
“source” (i.e., Twitter or StockTwits), “cashtag”
(i.e., the company stock symbols to be predicted,
e.g. “$AAPL”), “spans” and “sentiment score”.
And each news headline instance contains 4 items:
“id”, “company” (i.e., the company to be predict-
ed), “title” and “sentiment score”.

There are several differences between the span-
s in subtask 1 and the title in subtask 2: (1) The
spans are sentence fragments related to the cash-
tag to be predicted, whereas the title is a complete
sentence; (2) The spans almost regard one cashtag
while the title usually contains one or more com-
panies; (3) Due to (1) and (2), the spans contain
less words but more effective information and less
noises, which is contrary to the title.

In this work, the similar method is adopted for
two subtasks. We extract a series of elaborately
designed features. In addition to linguistic fea-
tures, sentiment lexicon features and word em-
bedding features, we also extract some domain-
specific features for this task. Besides, we ex-
amine multiple different regression algorithms and
ensemble methods are used to improve the perfor-
mance of our models.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 describes our system in details, includ-
ing data preprocessing, feature engineering, learn-
ing algorithms and evaluation measure. Section
3 reports datasets, experiments and results discus-
sion. Finally, Section 4 concludes our work.

2 System Description

To solve these two subtasks, we extract lots of
traditional NLP features combined with multiple
machine learning algorithms to build supervised
regression models. Due to the differences of da-
ta forms and data sources between the two sub-
tasks, we adopt different features and algorithms
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for each subtask.
Specifically, for subtask 1, we rebuild the meta-

data of training and test set respectively with the
official API of Twitter and StockTwits. The meta-
data contains the following information: tweets in-
fo or StockTwits info (e.g., “retweet count”), user-
s info (e.g., “favourites count”) and entities info
(e.g., “sentiment”). As most of metadata of Twit-
ter in test dataset is missing, we only extract the
metadata features for StockTwits.

2.1 Data Preprocessing

Since the differences between the spans and the
title described in section 1, for subtask 2, we re-
place the target company with “TCOMPANY” and
replace other company with “OCOMPNAY” in the
title.

For both subtasks, the subsequent preprocess-
ing is the same. We firstly replace all URLs with
“url” and transform the abbreviations, punctua-
tion with a special format, slangs and elongated
words to their normal format. Then, we use Stan-
ford CoreNLP tools(Manning et al., 2014) for tok-
enization, POS tagging, named entity recognizing
(NER) and parsing. Finally, the WordNet-based
Lemmatizer implemented in NLTK1 is adopted to
lemmatize words to their base forms with the aid
of their POS tags. And the word stemmer based
on the Porter stemming algorithm and implement-
ed in NLTK is adopted to remove morphological
affixes from lemmatized words.

2.2 Feature Engineering

We extract the following four types of features
to construct supervised regression models for two
subtasks, i.e., linguistic features, sentiment lexi-
con features, domain-specific features and word
embedding features.

2.2.1 Linguistic Features
N-grams: We remove the cashtag, punctuation,
words that contain numbers and words with a
length less than 2 from the sentence, and then ex-
tract 3 types of Bag-of-Words features as N-grams
features, where N = {1,2,3} (i.e., unigram, bi-
gram, and trigram features).

RF N-grams: Differ from the N-grams features
where each token shares the same weight, we cal-
culate the weight for each token similar to (Lan
et al., 2009). We firstly count the number of oc-

1http://nltk.org

currences of each token in the positive and nega-
tive samples in the training data. Then we calcu-
late the weight (i.e., rf ) for each token in unigram,
bigram and trigram as follows:

rf = max

(
ln(2 +

a

max(1, c)
), ln(2 +

c

max(1, a)
)

)

where a is the number of sentences in the pos-
itive category that contain this token and c is the
number of sentences in the negative category that
contain this token.

Finally, using a method similar to the N-grams
features, we extract 3 types of RF N-grams fea-
tures, where N = {1,2,3}. The difference between
these two features is that RF N-grams features use
the corresponding rf weight whereas N-grams fea-
tures use 1 to represent the occurrence of words.

Verb: Verbs usually contain more subjective
tendencies. Thus, we also extract verbs (whose
corresponding POS tags are VB, VBD, VBG, VB-
N, VBP and VBZ) from the sentence as Verb fea-
tures with the Bag-of-Words form.

NER: Considering that the money, number and
percent informations might be useful for predict-
ing the sentiment score of stocks in financial
domain, we extract 11 types of named entities
(i.e., DATE, DURATION, LOCATION, MONEY,
NUMBER, ORDINAL, ORGANIZATION, PER-
CENT, PERSON, SET, TIME) from the sentence
and represent each type of named entity as a binary
feature to check whether it appears in the current
sentence.

Word Cluster: Since the high dimension of N-
grams features, we also extract word cluster fea-
tures to reduce the dimension of sentence repre-
sentation (compared with N-grams features).

The word cluster features are extracted as fol-
lows: Firstly, we used the publicly available
Google word2vec23 that were trained on 100 bil-
lion words from Google News with the Skip-
gram model (Mikolov et al., 2013) to get a 300-
dimensional vector for each word in sentence.
Then we use the K-means algorithm (k = 50) to
cluster the words in the 300-dimensional vector s-
pace, and the value of k is chosen according to the
preliminary experiment. After that, the word in
sentence is replaced by its corresponding cluster
assignment to get word cluster features.

2https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec
3https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7XkCwpI5KDYNlN

UTTlSS21pQmM/edit
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2.2.2 Sentiment Lexicon Features
We also extract sentiment lexicon features (Sen-
tiLexi) to capture the sentiment information of the
given sentence.

For each word in the sentence, we calculate
five sentiment scores for each sentiment lexicon to
construct SentiLexi: (1) the ratio of positive words,
(2) the ratio of negative words, (3) the maximum
sentiment score, (4) the minimum sentiment score,
(5) the sum of sentiment scores. We transform the
sentiment scores in all sentiment lexicons to the
range of [−1, 1], where “−” denotes negative sen-
timent. If the word does not exist in one sentiment
lexicon, its corresponding score is set to zero. The
following 8 sentiment lexicons are adopted in our
systems: Bing Liu opinion lexicon4, General In-
quirer lexicon5, IMDB (Zhu et al., 2013), MPQA6,
AFINN7, SentiWordNet8, NRC Hashtag Sentiment
Lexicon9, NRC Sentiment140 Lexicon10.

2.2.3 Domain-specific Features
Observing data, we found that the data in financial
domain usually contains numbers. These numbers
can indicate the degree of bullish or bearish, which
has an important impact on the sentiment score of
stocks or companies in financial domain. More-
over, we found that “call” and “put” are terminolo-
gies usually used in microblog domain and related
to sentiment score. Therefore, we design the fol-
lowing domain-specific features.

Number: We design 14 binary features to in-
dicate whether there are the following types of
numbers in the sentence: (1) +num (with a “+”
in front of the number, e.g., “+5” ); (2) -num;
(3) num%; (4) +num%; (5) -num%; (6) $num;
(7) num word (the number mixed with characters,
e.g., “5am”); (8) ordinal number (e.g., “2nd”); (9)
num-num; (10) num-num%; (11) num-num-num;
(12) num/num; (13) num/num/num; (14) only num-
ber (there are no symbols and characters before
and after the number).

Keyword+Number: Based on the Num-
ber features, we defined 4-dimensional Key-
word+Number features to indicate whether there

4http://www.cs.uic.edu/liub/FBS/sentiment-analysis.html
5http://www.wjh.harvard.edu/inquirer/homecat.htm
6http://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/
7http://www2.imm.dtu.dk/pubdb/views/publication details

.php?id=6010
8http://sentiwordnet.isti.cnr.it/
9http://www.umiacs.umd.edu/saif/WebDocs/NRC-

Hashtag-Sentiment-Lexicon-v0.1.zip
10http://help.sentiment140.com/for-students/

is “call” (or “calls”, “called”) or “put” (or “puts”)
before “+num%” or “-num%” in the sentence.

Metadata usually contains information on the
user who posted this tweet or StockTwits. The us-
er information is useful, because it reflects the de-
gree of authority or confidence of the posed tweet
and StockTwits. Moreover, it also includes some
extra useful informations about this tweet or S-
tockTwits. Therefore, we extract the following
Metadata features.

Metadata: As most of metadata in Twitter is
missing in test dataset, we used 8 items of the
metadata in StockTwits to design following three
types of features: (1) Binary features include the
following items corresponding to the key in the
metadata (json format): “source”, “user/official”,
‘entities/sentiment”, “liked by self” and “conver-
sation/parent”. (2) Value features contain the
values of “conversation/replies” and “likes/total”.
And the Value features are standardized using [0-
1] normalization. (3) Other features: “created at”
indicates whether the StockTwits is created in
[0am, 9am), [9am, 3pm) or [3pm, 24pm). In to-
tal, we obtain 12 features from metadata.

Punctuation (Punc): People often use excla-
mation mark(!) and question mark(?) to express
surprise or emphasis. Therefore, we extract the
following 6 features: (1) whether there is “!” in
sentence; (2) whether there is “?” in sentence; (3)
the number of “!” in sentence; (4) the number of
“?” in sentence; (5) the number of “$” in sentence;
(6) the number of continuous “!” and “?” in sen-
tence, e.g., “!!!”, “????” or “!!??”.

2.2.4 Word Embedding Features
The previous work (Zhang and Lan, 2016; Jiang
et al., 2016) on sentiment analysis task has proved
the effectiveness of word embedding features. In
this part, we utilize the Google word2vec to get the
representation of the sentence.

GoogleW2V: Unlike the word cluster features,
the Google word2vec features (GoogleW2V) are
extracted as follows: We firstly use the Google
word2vec to get a 300-dimensional vector for each
word in sentence. Then, the simple min, max, av-
erage pooling strategies are adopted to concate-
nate sentence vector representations with dimen-
sionality of 900.

2.3 Learning Algorithms

For both tasks, we explore 7 algorithms as follows:
AdaBoost Regressor (ABR), Bagging Regressor
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(BR), Random Forest (RF), Gradient Boosting Re-
gressor (GBR) and LASSO implemented in scikit-
learn toolkit(Pedregosa et al., 2011), Support Vec-
tor Regression (SVR) implemented in liblinear
toolkit(Fan et al., 2008) and XGBoost Regressor
(XGB)11 provided in (Friedman, 2001). All these
algorithms are used with default parameters.

2.4 Evaluation Measure
To evaluate the performance of different system-
s, the official evaluation measure weighted cosine
similarity (WCS) is adopted for two subtasks. Co-
sine similarity and cosine weight will be calcu-
lated according the equation 1 and 2 respective-
ly, where G is the vector of gold standard scores
and P is the vector of scores predicted by the sys-
tem. The final score is the product of the cosine
and the weight (i.e., WCS = cosine weight ∗
cosine(G, P )).

cosine(G, P ) =
∑n

i=1 Gi × Pi√∑n
i=1 G2

i ×
√∑n

i=1 P 2
i

(1)

cosine weight =
|P |
|G| (2)

3 Experiment

3.1 Datasets
We conduct the experiments on the official
datasets constructed by SSIX project (Davis et al.,
2016), which consist of microblog messages (from
Twitter or StockTwits) in subtask 1 and news head-
lines in subtask 2. Table 1 shows the statistics of
the datasets used in our experiments.

Domain Dataset Instance Metadata Positive Negative Neutral

Microblog
( subtask 1)

Twitter train 765 603 246 510 9
test 371 6 116 243 6

StockTwits train 934 926 330 586 18
test 429 423 141 280 8

Headline ( subtask 2) train 1156 - 658 460 38
test 491 - 276 203 12

Table 1: Statistics of training and test datasets of
two subtasks. Positive, Negative and Neural stand
for the number of corresponding instances whose
sentiment score is positive, negative and zero.

3.2 Experiments on Training Data
3.2.1 Comparison of Different Algorithms
Table 2 shows the results of different algorithms
using all features described before. Note that we

11https://github.com/dmlc/xgboost

did not use the Metadata feature in subtask 2 as
there is no metadata in news headline domain. The
5-fold cross validation is performed for system de-
velopment.

Method Algorithm Subtask 1 Subtask 2

Single

SVR 0.7450 0.7078
XGB 0.7412 0.5875
ABR 0.7382 0.6310
BR 0.7441 0.5655
RF 0.7373 0.5856
GBR 0.7358 0.6763
LASSO 0.3344 0.3297

Ensemble SVR + GBR 0.7679 0.7231
SVR + XGB + ABR + BR 0.7827 0.6875

Table 2: Results of algorithm selection experi-
ments for two subtasks in terms of WCS on train-
ing datasets.

From Table 2, we find that for both subtasks,
SVR outperforms other algorithms and LASSO
performs the worst among all algorithms. Oth-
er algorithms perform differently on two subtasks.
Therefore, we also perform experiments using an
ensemble method. The last two rows in Table 2
list the results of using the top two and top four al-
gorithms to build the ensemble regression models
(named EN(2) and EN(4)), which average the out-
put scores of all regression algorithm. From Table
2, we find that the ensemble classifier greatly in-
creased the performance on both subtasks. Specif-
ically, for subtask 1, the ensemble with top 4 al-
gorithms improve 4% and for subtask 2, ensemble
with top 2 improved 2% compared with the top
score using a single regression algorithm. There-
fore, we chose the EN(4) for subtask 1 and EN(2)
for subtask 2 as the regression algorithm in follow-
ing experiments.

3.2.2 Feature Selection
Table 3 shows the best feature sets for two sub-
tasks. Based on previous ensemble algorithms,
we adopt hill climbing algorithm to select best
features. That is, keep adding one type of fea-
ture at a time until no further improvement can be
achieved. From Table 3, we find that: (1) The RF
N-grams, Verb, Word Cluster, SentiLexi, Number,
Punctuation and GoogleW2V features are benefi-
cial for both subtasks; (2) Specially, the NER fea-
tures and Keyword+Number features are more ef-
fective in subtask 1 than subtask 2.

To further analysis the significance of different
features, we conduct the ablation experiments for
both systems. Table 4 lists the comparison of top
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Features Linguistic SentiLexi Domain-specific Word embedding WCSunigram bigram trigram rf 1 rf 2 rf 3 Verb NER Word Cluster SentiLexi Number Keyword+Number Metadata Punc GoogleW2V
Subtask 1

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √
0.7912

Subtask 2
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

0.7264

Table 3: Results of feature selection experiments for both subtasks on training datasets. rf 1, rf 2 and
rf 3 stand for rf unigram, rf bigram and rf trigram features respectively.

Subtask 1
Feature set WCS change (%)
Best features 0.7912 -
- rf unigram 0.7643 -3.40
- SentiLexi 0.7664 -3.10
- metadata 0.7841 -0.90
- number 0.7869 -0.54

Subtask 2
Feature set WCS change (%)
Best features 0.7264 -
- GoogleW2V 0.6951 -4.31
- rf unigram 0.6964 -4.13
- SentiLexi 0.7144 -1.65
- rf bigram 0.7245 -0.27

Table 4: Ablation study: the comparison of top 4
most important features.

4 most important features.
From Table 3 and the ablation study results in

Table 4, it is interesting to find that: (1) rf unigram
feature plays a key role in both subtasks and is
more effective than unigram feature. The rea-
son may be that RF N-grams features endow each
word with a weight, which can capture how much
the word contributes to the sentiment analysis of
the sentence. Besides, the weight also contain-
s some sentiment information. (2) SentiLexi fea-
tures also make great contribution to both sub-
tasks, which indicates that SentiLexi features are
beneficial not only in traditional sentiment analy-
sis tasks, but also in predicting the sentiment score
of stocks in financial domain. (3) The Number fea-
tures and Keyword+Number features are more ef-
fective in subtask 1 than subtask 2. The reason
may be that there are plenty of numbers in the da-
ta of microblog domain but only a few numbers in
news headline domain. (4) Although we only ex-
tract the Metadata features from the StockTwits, it
perform better than most of other features, which
indicates that the metadata is indeed significant.
(5) The GoogleW2V feature is more effective in
subtask 2 than subtask 1. The reason may be that

the spans in microblog domain contain less word-
s and many word vectors of the spans can not be
obtained from the pre-trained Google word2vec.
(6) The bigram feature and trigram feature are not
beneficial in both subtasks. The possible reason
lies in the large dimensions of these two features
leading to sparse representation in two domains.

Overall, the system configurations for two sub-
tasks are: using the optimum feature sets shown
in Table 3 and the algorithms described in section
3.2.1 (i.e., ensemble with top 4 regression algo-
rithm for subtask 1 and ensemble with top 2 re-
gression algorithm for subtask 2) to build super-
vised regression models.

3.3 Results and Discussion on Test Data

Subtask 1 Subtask 2
Our system 0.7779 0.7107

Rank 1 0.7779 0.7452
Rank 2 0.7600 0.7437
Rank 3 0.7590 0.7327

Table 5: Performance of our systems and the top-
ranked systems for two subtasks in terms of WCS
on test datasets.

Using the system configurations described
above, we train separate model for each subtask
and evaluate them against the test set in SemEval-
2017 Task 5.

Table 5 shows the results on test datasets. From
Table 5, we find that: (1) Our system achieves
lower performance on test data compared with the
training data, the possible reason might be the d-
ifferent data distribution held between them. (2)
Our results perform best among all submissions in
subtask 1 and rank 5th in subtask 2, which proves
the effectiveness of the method we proposed.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we extract four types of features,
i.e., linguistic features, sentiment lexicon features,
domain-specific features and word embedding fea-
tures, and employ the ensemble regression model-
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s to predict the sentiment score for two subtasks.
The results on test and training data show the ef-
fectiveness of our method for this task.

For the future work, we would explore domain-
specific sentiment lexicons and use the deep learn-
ing method (e.g., attention neural networks) to im-
prove the performance. Due to the limitation of
annotated data, we would like to first pre-train
a neural network model on similar tasks (e.g.,
aspect-level sentiment analysis task), and then fine
tune the neural network model on the current fine-
grained sentiment analysis task to boost the per-
formance.
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